The “Relationship” with Jesus Christ as a Template for Christian Religious Experience
“A relationship with Jesus Christ”1, is a term often used to summarize the Evangelical religious
experience. This paper examines the idea of ARJC and Christian Religious Experience(s)2, and will show
that the phrase ARJC serves as a template through which Evangelicals interpret their RE’s.
The phrase ARJC most likely developed during the revivalist era. Preachers of the time stressed the
difference between merely knowing about God and knowing God personally. According to preachers like
Finney, to only know about God was to have an intellectual faith, while knowing God directly was to have a
faith of the heart3. Today, this phrase is a unifying characteristic of North American Evangelicalism in the
following ways:
•
•
•

It is the primary description, or shorthand, used by North American Evangelicals to describe
salvation
Its use is trans-denominational4
It denotes shared perspectives concerning the elements of true Christian piety, namely:
o The individual believer’s commitment to Christ
o The imminence of Christ’s presence in daily living
o The immediate resources of prayer, Scripture, and the Holy Spirit (of Christ) as
spiritual aids

What is ARJC? It is often spoken of as if it were a simple concept in devotional literature or popular
apologetic material. According to Josh McDowell, “True Christianity is simply about entering into a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ.5” For many believers this appears to be a simple concept to
grasp; it is clear to most Christians what having a relationship entails. However, it is difficult to
understand how the relationship that ‘Mr. X has with Mr. Y’ can be compared to ARJC. The
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elements that constitute or indicate earthly relationships become difficult to perceive when these
elements are related to ARJC. These elements include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowing
Speaking
Listening
Observing
Responding
Growing

What does it mean to “know” Christ? Does the believer know Christ in the manner in which Mr. X
can be said to know Mr. Y? Coleman, although he is a Christian, admits that it is problematic to speak of
“knowing” Christ since there can be no earthly knowing of Christ6. That is to say, although the phrase “Mr.
X knows Mr. Y” would be easily accepted and grasped by most, it becomes more difficult to understand
what this means when “Mr. A” speaks of knowing a person that is not physically on this planet (and never
has been during “Mr. A’s” lifetime).
The element of speech or communication is also difficult to envision. Traditionally, the Christian
understanding of speech between God/Christ and believers is that that believers speak to Christ through
prayer, while Christ speaks to them primarily through the words of Scripture7. However this spiritual view
of speech distorts a normal understanding of speech: If Christ is truly human, why doesn’t he speak directly
to his followers (face to face)? Moreover, why are his words addressed in a general rather than a specific
manner? When a person reads the Bible, they are reading the same words (receiving the same message8) as
other Christians. No doubt some would argue that they receive a personal message, in the manner that a
work of poetry or music may “say” different things to different people. However, this difference in meaning
arises more from the differing psychological states of people, based on their experiences, etc. The difference
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in “meaning” is subjective, rather than objective. It would seem strange to claim a personal relationship with
someone if the claimant only received the same correspondence as everyone else.
To this type of examination there are two objections that most commonly arise. The first is an appeal
to the historicity of Christ9. However, not all would acknowledge that Christ was ever an historical figure.
For example, Robert Eisenman’s work, James the Brother of Jesus, advances the notion that our portrait of
Jesus in the Greek gospels seems largely to be a combination of Pauline anti-halakha, and accounts taken
from various messianic and prophetic figures in Josephus10. If Eisenman’s hypothesis concerning the
development of the early church is correct, the appeal to a historical Christ is unpersuasive.
The second common objection to the claim that ARJC is problematic is the defence that appeals to the
uniqueness of ARJC. The argument states that believers do indeed have ARJC in that they talk with Jesus,
hear him speak, see him, respond to him, etc. The difference lies in the meaning of the elements. The
definition of knowing (etc) has been changed. Thus, according to Frame (etc), language referring to the
elements of ARJC is necessarily analogical11. This approach is understandable in itself, but does it bring
clarity to the concept of ARJC? If the elements have changed their meaning when applied to ARJC, and if
the elements serve as markers that help define, lend the ability to be recognized, and serve as markers of
where relationships exists, how is it possible to know what ARJC actually means? From a distance, ARJC
stands as a rough analogy, but upon closer inspection it is a difficult concept to grasp because the rules
governing the language surrounding the elements of a relationship have completely changed. If Mr. X knows
what he means when he says that he speaks to Mr. Y, how will he know, how will he recognize if he is
speaking to Mr. Z when the definitions have changed?
Others have sought different or complimentary explanations of ARJC. It is often spoken of in terms
that suggest believers are in direct spiritual communication with Christ. While issues with this language have
9
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already been raised, Price wonders at the coherence of the idea itself. He suggests what Christians are really
speaking of is a type of New Age ‘channelling’ that makes Christ akin to a “disembodied ‘spirit guide’ or
‘space brother’”12.
Christians speak also of a sense of transcendence or awe, or simply an innate sense of the reality of
God13. The Christian has an immediate awareness or knowledge of God’s presence in his or her life.
According to Craig, “you can know God exists wholly apart from arguments simply be immediately
experiencing him. This is the way people in the Bible knew God.14” This type of expression could be
echoed by many people. That is the problem. If ARJC means experiencing God in a direct fashion, the
uniqueness of the expression as referring to something that is distinctly Christian is gone. It would be
impossible to tell whether a person’s experience of their deity was unique, or showed any features that
separated the experience from anyone else’s experience. Since it is not possible to experience another
person’s experience, there would be no way of comparing (for the sake of determining the validity of the
experiences) the spiritual experiences of a Christian, Mormon, or a Hindu15. Certainly there are many who
would claim that they have directly experienced God, but would label their God with a name other than Jesus
Christ.
It appears that the clearest thing that can be said about ARJC is that the terminology serves as a
template through which Christians interpret their Religious Experience(s) [RE]. Here it helps to borrow (and
twist) the language of Wilhem Herrmann. According to Herrmann, Christians experience the power and love
of God only through the New Testament’s account of the “inner life” of Jesus16. Herrmann points out that
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this cannot be called ARJC17. This view may help the reader think of ARJC as a functional term that
Christians use to describe the common elements of the Christian tradition;
•
•
•
•
•

Prayer
Reading the Scriptures
Attending church
Evangelizing, serving (etc)
Having a sense of transcendence, awe, otherness (etc)

Obviously from this point of view, the Christian claim to uniqueness that is embodied in the ARJC
language is gone. If this is true, there is nothing external that can validate the claimed uniqueness of the
internal Christian RE.
Does this mean a religious claim from RE is necessarily invalid? Some like McGrath have attempted
to ground the reality of Christian Religious Experience(s) [CRE] in the school of concrete realism.
According to McGrath, this enables one to develop a ‘scientific theology.’ In doing so, McGrath attempts to
root the development of, and engagement in theology with historical science. Given the success of the
scientific method (which allows one to posit that reality exists apart from the observer, though still
acknowledging the observer’s role in shaping and understanding the world), McGrath argues that the
understanding of the world as ‘real’ enables a theology that shares the characteristics of the physical
sciences18. Writing against theological idealism, McGrath posits four characteristics of a scientific theology,
saying that it:
1. takes the form of a coherent response to an existing reality,
2. is an a posteriori discipline,
3. takes account of the unique character of its object, and
4. offers an explanation of its reality19.
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McGrath offers these criteria for a scientific theology without explaining, for example, why one
should see such parallels between the pursuit of science and theology. How can a scientific theology be
falsified?20 In what sense is a scientific theology a response to the world?21 How can theology be understood
as an a posteriori discipline? The matter gets even more confusing when one reads McGrath as he explains
that, “[a] scientific theology takes the view that theological reflection paradoxically begins with an actual
knowledge of God, and the light of this, proceeds to inquire as to how this knowledge might be possible22.”
Assuming that the belief in God is an inherently theological belief, or the statement “God exists” an
inherently theological statement, it is difficult to understand how scientific theology can be an a posteriori
discipline. For McGrath, this scientific view is the ideal mediation between foundationalist and coherence
theories of reality, and thusly provides a grounding-point for the reality of RE.
Plantinga takes a more intriguing approach to the issue of RE. According to Plantinga, RE functions
as a basic belief – that is, a belief that ‘just is.’ Basic Beliefs [BB] are those beliefs that we do not feel
compelled to justify. According to Plantinga:
I simply see that they are true, and accept them. I accept many propositions in this
basic way; that there is snow in my backyard, for example, and that it is still white. .
. [t]he propositions I accept in the basic way are, so to say, starting points for my
thought23.
For Plantinga, these beliefs function as the foundations for his “structure of beliefs.”24 Included as a
BB, is the reality of a Christian’s RE. Since a Christian’s RE is a BB, it is not a scientific hypothesis, and
therefore does not seek justification in order to be acted upon. In making this point, Plantinga compares
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belief in RE to a person’s belief in memory25. However, it is doubtful whether the comparison is a fair one
for several reasons:
1. Memory, unlike a CRE, is a universally shared belief;
2. Memory, unlike CRE, is constantly reaffirmed by experience. Though there are times when
our memory fails us, the overwhelming majority of the time our memories serve us
correctly26.
Of course, if someone found that they were in a world where most others did not share the experience
of memory,27they would indeed begin to treat their memories more like scientific hypotheses. It is also true
that people who have a particular reason to distrust their memory often test the validity of the individual
memory (for example, a person who checks to ensure that the door of the house is locked).
The question may be asked, “if Christian RE’s can be basic, then why not all RE’s?” Or simply,
can’t a person who does not have any sort of RE, but instead an NRE [Non-religious experience>that is, daily
life] take the experience as properly basic?28
This warrants further attention. Consider the following:
A. Many people have RE29
Either
B. RE points to a single divine being that is the Christian God
Or
C. RE points to a single divine being that is not the Christian God
Or
D. RE points to various numbers of divine beings
25
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Or
E. RE points to a human response of a Natural Factor [NF] >>an aspect of reality that is a part of the
natural world.
If B. is true
1. Other RE’s are false, either in the sense that their referents are incorrect, or that they were not true
RE’s;
2. Explaining the existence of other RE’s is problematic unless the reality (at least some of the time)
of E. is acknowledged.
The possibility of C or D will be skipped.
If E. is true
1. B, C, and D. are false;
2. The fact that “many” and not “all” people have RE’s (A.) is understood;
3. The possibility of there being the existence of false RE’s is explained;
4. The occurrence of RE’s without the person who experienced it offering a religious ‘interpretation’
is better explained30.

Plantinga does not seem to explain that there can be, and often is, a scale or degree to beliefs. In
other words, beliefs about god (even the Christian god), are often stronger or weaker, depending on perhaps,
circumstance, the force of an argument, a perceived answer/non-answer to prayer, etc. Is this possible for a
BB? Certainly a person may doubt whether there is still snow in the backyard (to use Plantinga’s example).
Perhaps the sun melted the snow while he/she was working in the basement, but that person is not likely to
believe that there had never been snow in the backyard -- assuming that the belief was basic -- because at
some point the individual had personally witnessed the snow in the backyard. Memory is another example
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offered by Plantinga. As a BB, specific memories are often questioned or looked upon suspiciously by
people who have reason to distrust their memory. However, memory is not usually distrusted by most
people. In this case, the ‘basic’ nature of memory is characterized by the consistent belief in memory.
Plantinga speaks of BB’s in this manner, but does not acknowledge the tenuous aspect that on occasion
accompanies belief in God (or trust in RE’s) for many people.
An interesting example of an RE that functions as a BB for Plantinga is what he terms, the Internal
Instigation of the Holy Spirit [IIHS]31. IIHS may be understood as referring what has been traditionally
called in Christian theology as the ‘quickening’ of the Holy Spirit, or the act of Regeneration which enables a
person to trust in Christ. While, according to Plantinga, all Christians have experienced the IIHS (it is
necessary for salvation according to the Reformed model), it is unclear whether this should function as an
RE. Certainly not all Christians would claim to have had an RE. Indeed, many Christians express their
coming to salvation in fairly rational (read ‘non-mystical’) terms. One solution to this is to classify RE’s as
having subjective and objective elements to them. Thus an RE could have, but may not have, the subjective
element to it, while all RE’s must have the objective element to them.
Assuming that a grouping of RE’s have the subjective element. Are all the characteristics that belong
to the subjective element of the RE explainable by Natural Experience [NE] without recourse to the
supernatural? Or, are there characteristics that belong to the subjective element of an RE that are unique or
Truly Transcendent [TT], and thus not explainable by NE?
If there are TT characteristics, how can they be recognized as being part of a Christian Religious
Experience [CRE]? Are a person’s interpretations of perceived supernatural experiences possessing the same
trait (that of functioning as a BB) as our interpretation of common experiences?
If all the characteristics are explainable by NE, it would seem to follow that there may be a more
natural explanation for the existence of CRE’s (as well as RE’s in general).
Ramachandran points out this possibility
31
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Certain kinds of epilepsy have long been noted to be associated with a heightened sense
of religiosity. After having one of their brain electrical storms, patients may actually speak of
having had a "religious experience," or say that they now "know why there is a cosmos." Other
symptoms of some temporal lobe epileptics can be hypergraphia (writing large, complicated
tomes, often of mystical or personally religious significance) and frequent conversions (to
several different religions in sequence). A known feature of epilepsy is what is known as
"kindling," the strengthening of neurophysiological connections, often involving the limbic
system32.
In this case, the existence of an RE is probably attributable to NE (in this case a disorder of the brain).
While it would be unfair to claim that because some epileptics occasionally suffer religious delusions, all
RE’s are therefore delusional, the beliefs of the epileptic at this point would probably meet Plantinga’s
criteria of being a BB. In other words, the epileptic may very well trust implicitly in his/her beliefs, not
seeing the need to defend them or prove that the beliefs are rational.
Are there properly valid RE’s, or, to the point, properly valid CRE’s? Runehov warns against a “false
form of reductionism” in speaking of reducing RE to NE just because there are NE’s present33. However, it
is unclear what other reasons exist to support claims of RE’s. According to Runehov, while there is a
cerebral (material) aspect to RE, that does not mean there is not more involved, or that the experience is not
real. Take, for example, the statement, Mr. X knows Mr. Y. No doubt there is a cerebral aspect or a physical
process occurring while a person (Mr. X) is undergoing the sensation of knowing, or is stating that the knows
Mr. Y. Very few people would doubt the validity of this statement, at least not on philosophical grounds.
Duran notes that it is difficult enough to establish epistemic justification for the statement that “Jim
owns a Ford.” It must therefore be more difficult to establish the epistemic justification for RE’s34.
Why is this so difficult? At the very least, it may be that RE’s, if they are true experiences, are related
to a world that many, if not most people, never enter. There is simply not a common ground of experience
from which those who say there are RE’s and those who say RE’s are illusions can discuss. Furthermore,
32
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while in an epistemologically naïve manner, it could be said that the statement “Jim owns a Ford” is
interpretively straightforward, RE’s are difficult to explain, let alone interpret to others in a coherent manner.
It seems simpler to accredit RE’s to NE’s, and therefore see ARJC as a template for the Christian’s religious
experience(s).
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